
 
 
 
The Lewis Katz School of Medicine – Clinical Faculty Opportunities  
 
The Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University is committed to achieving a climate of inclusion 
that respects and affirms diverse backgrounds and life experiences. We recognize that excellence in all aspects 
of education, training, research, and care delivery can only be achieved when all students, faculty, staff, 
community members and patients experience authentic connection and engagement; feel supported; and are 
encouraged to participate and contribute to creating health equity. 
 
Additionally, Temple University Hospital has been ranked the most racially inclusive hospital in Pennsylvania 
and the 13th most racially inclusive hospital in the United States by the Lown Institute, a nonpartisan health 
care think tank. 
 
We are always seeking qualified faculty candidates from diverse backgrounds and under-represented groups 
who can contribute through their clinical care, research, teaching, and/or service to the diversity and 
excellence of the academic community. 
 
To learn more about physician/faculty employment opportunities, or to request further information about a 
faculty position at LKSOM, please visit our website at: https://bit.ly/3rnVrDs  
 
Not finding a match in our open positions? Please reach out to us at medcareers@temple.edu or call 215-707-
2236 and we would be more than happy to speak with you about future opportunities.   
 

For more information about diversity at the Lewis Katz School of Medicine, please visit the Office of Health 

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion. 

 
Temple Health is a major Philadelphia-based academic health system that is driving medical advances 
through clinical innovation, pioneering research and world-class education. The health system’s 1,550+ 
physicians and scientists share a common mission of bringing tomorrow’s treatments to the bedside today, 
helping them achieve outcomes once thought impossible. 
 
Temple Health is an educational partner with the Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University, 
providing medical education to the next generation of physicians and biomedical scientists. 
 
Temple physicians and scientists are dedicated to offering breakthrough options for patients who, just a few 
years ago, were considered untreatable. Using sophisticated technologies and personalized treatments, Temple 
is working to alter the course of serious disease. In over a dozen research centers at the Lewis Katz School of 
Medicine and Fox Chase Cancer Center, Temple researchers are speeding the transformation of fundamental 
scientific discoveries into practical therapies with a common objective to dramatically improve human health.  
 
The University is especially interested in qualified candidates who can contribute through their research, teaching, and/or service 
to the diversity and excellence of the academic community. Lewis Katz School of Medicine at Temple University is an Affirmative 
Action/Equal Opportunity Employer and strongly encourages applications from women, minorities, veterans, and persons with 
disabilities.  
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